
On weak convergence 
of the empirical process with random sample size 

(Correction) 

By SÁNDOR CSÖRGŐ in Szeged 

Professor P. RÉVÉSZ has pointed out an oversight in the tightness part of the 
proof of my Theorem 1 [1]; after having applied Doob's identity to the Wiener 
process there, no m should appear in the integral form, which renders the sum of 
(1.4) to diverge. The same type of argument works out however by using a recent 
and very important result of J . KOMLÓS, P. MAJOR and G . TUSNÁDY [3] , instead of 
Kiefer's, which states: 

T h e o r e m A [(3]). On a rich enough probability space one can define positive 
absolute constants A, B, C and, for each n, a Brownian Bridge {jB„(x); Oá^gl} 
such that 

P { sup tfH\Yn{x)-B„(x)\ s Alogn+z} sü Be~Cz 

OSJSL 

for all real z, where Yn{x) = in (F„(x) — x) is the empirical process. 

From now on we assume that the probability space {jQ, J1, P} of the Intro-
duction of [1] is already that of Theorem A here, on which we also assume that a 
standard Wiener process {W(t); O s i < = ° } is also defined. 

Going back to the left hand side of (13) in [1], which is bounded above by 

0 + lim lim P{ max sup |^„(i) —^,,(01 > e}. 

the probability herewith can, in turn, be majorized by 

(14) 
bi(6+«)l 

2 2 P\ sup 
W{ms) ~sW{m) 

t m » 4 + 

+ P { max sup 
ii(ii—e)s«isn(6+e) Is—1\-<3 

W(ms) - sW(m) W{mt) ~ tW(m) 

t m m 
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The term in the second row of (14) is g 

[max sup 
n(a-e)amsn(b+a) |s-/|-=a 

WQns) W(mt) 

Ím t m 

{ max — \W(m)\ a -^-j • 
[ii(a-Q)--m'-.it(b+ü) ym 4 J 

N o w the lim fim of the first term of this sum is seen to be zero via Lemma 
«->• OO 

of [2], while that of the second via Kolmogorov's inequality. As to the sum in the 
Q .— sPV(HI) 

first row of (14) we apply Theorem A with z—-^ \m and, replacing —-• — — 
8 y m 

by another Brownian Bridge if necessary, we get, for n large enough, the upper 
bound 

[n(6+e)l - c i y m " 
2 2 Be 8 , 

m=[«(«- 6» 

and also zero in the limit. 
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